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The interaction between architecture surfaces and urban environment is
being more active, this transient boundary demarcates the inner core and
external diverse environments to provide a different experience for human.
The uncertainties in attitudes that have existed over time to the interior
and exterior conditions, thus, the spatial tension between these 2 surfaces
naturally form into several void spaces. As I observed that through individual
action, ideas, and criticality, urban voids have become catalysts for social
interaction and creative experiments. Re-appropriation of vacant sites by
means of inhabitation or (new) subtle ecologies to emerge in the Taipei
urban area. Residents utilize void spaces as shared urban spaces either
vertically or horizontally. The buildings act to amplify the instability of the
site condition through the rattling of metal and level of enclosure. Studying
into the interaction between the occupants of the existing buildings, the
occupants of the alleyway and the presence of the alley in Taipei’s Wanhua
District. These fragilities of spatial condition are a delicate balance between
permanence and temporality, which through am inherent instability amplifies
the connection between space and occupant. The nature of spatial tension
in the alleyway of Taipei to establish common behaviors and develop an
understanding of the fragility of these spaces. Thus, void spaces are platforms
and incubators that speak for the ideas they hold: allowing diversity and
asking for engagement. One aspect of the current discourse on void spaces is
concerned with the temporary use of abandoned places. Urban void spaces
have somehow become synonymous with the idea of informal appropriation
as a widely applied strategy in reclaiming unused land, and, increasingly, as a
new approach for community-driven urban redevelopment. Thus, introducing
public programs into unused void space is a way to shift an age of acceleration
and their relation to public realm.
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TRANSIENT BOUNDARY

Transient boundary is not a thing, but an action that the boundary is
no longer restricted by the material surface, it may be reconfigured
as the zone in which change occurs. As the uncertainties in attitudes
that have existed over time to the interior and exterior conditions, the
spatial tension between 2 surfaces naturally form into several void
spaces. Voids as empty spaces lack any definition of culture, yet they
are situated in a specific context that has an impact on what they are
and will become.

Transient Boundary
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Transient Behavior of Waterdroplet
It is transformative actions and interactions between material and outer
environment. Based on the ink traveling along the strings and water droplet
aggregation in oil tank, the cohesion and adhesion of droplet continuously
diversified transmute and deform. The surface tension of droplet reforms
and reconstruct the form with two sites of resistance. Inner core resists
external intervention to pass through, while external energy preserving
the inner core balance.
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Reconceptualizing the urban environment

OBSERVATION

Urban Environment

The design of enclosure is not the design of an
environment. All environments are energy stimulus fields
that may produce heat exchange, the appearance of light,
or the reception of sound. Rather than characterizing
the entire environment as being represented by a bulk
temperature, or a constant lux level of illuminance, we
will define the environment only through its energy
transactions or exchanges across boundaries, including
those of the human body. This approach is consistent
with the current understanding of the body’s sensory
system. Whether thermal, aural, or optical, our body’s
senses respond not to state conditions – temperature,
light level, etc. – but to the rate of change of energy
across the boundary. For example, the sensation of cold
does not represent an environment at a low temperature,
rather it is an indication that the rate of change of thermal
energy transfer between the environment and the body
is increasing – the temperature of the environment may
or may not be one of many possible contributors to this
increase.

“ The ultimate task of architecture is
to act in favor of man: to interpose
itself between man and the natural
environment in which he finds
himself, in such a way as to remove
the gross environmental load from his
shoulders.”
-James Marston Fitch

James Marston Fitch, American Building: The Environmental
Forces that Shape It, 1972
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Energy of Urban Environment
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TAIPEI WANHUA DISTRICT

The contemporary conditions of society in Taipei, Taiwan,
that I believe impact how public spaces are perceived and
used. This, in turn, influences how urban voids can be seen
as a possibility. Taipei is a porous and compact city where the
diverse land use is increasingly chaotic in the neighborhood.
A large number of void spaces are the product of planning
strategies and improvements to Taipei urban infrastructure.
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Road-widening Project

Planned road boundary

Planned road boundary

BEFORE

AFTER

Most notable are the effects of road-widening projects, which lead to awkward spatial
configurations and produce voids as fragmented strips of land along one or both sides
of the street. In most cases, these projects occur in densely built neighborhoods with a
high proportion of townhouse, interspersed with narrow streets often less than three
meters wide.
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Voids for people become a shared resource rather than individual properties. The
people and the culture of everyday Taipei demonstrate a diversity of inhabitation
in urban spaces. Residents utilize these void spaces as shared urban spaces either
vertically or horizontally. As the images highlight, they place plants and park scooters
and cars along the building and extruded their window with metal cage to enlarge
interior spaces.

Void spaces
Building surfaces
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Void for People
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Void Spaces
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Building Surfaces
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Window cage

Rusticated Concrete
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Building Surfaces

Awing

As I observed that through individual action, ideas, and criticality, urban voids have become catalysts
for social interaction and creative experiments. Just like the drawing show the additional window
cage with clothes hanging on it and out hanging air conditioner and plants around the entrances
and in window cage, this re-appropriation of void spaces by means of inhabitation or subtle living
style to emerge in the Taipei urban area. This new living style make the buildings act to amplify the
instability of the site condition through the rusticated concrete surfaces and the additional element
on the surface of the building.
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Void space in between the buildings
From the section, the townhouse are usually 3-5 stories, the void spaces are occur in between the
building and is the back door access for the resident, but because of the narrow and dark space, so
resident barely access from there, and it become a shared space for resident to use as a storage. This
nature of spatial tension in the void spaces to establish these common behaviors and develop an
understanding of the fragility of void spaces.
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Existing alleyway spatial tension

Studying into the interaction between the occupants of the existing buildings,
the occupants of the alleyway and the presence of the alley in Taipei’s Wanhua
District. These fragilities of spatial condition are a delicate balance between
permanence and temporarily, which through an inherent instability amplifies
the connection between space and occupant. Thus, void spaces are platforms
and incubators that speak for the ideas they hold: allowing diversity and asking
for engagement.
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Why we are drawn to urban voids?
PROJECT
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Possibilities in Voids

As the uncertainties in attitudes that have existed over time to the interior
and exterior conditions, the spatial tension between the 2 surfaces
naturally form into several void spaces. Voids as empty spaces lack any
definition of culture, yet they are situated in a specific context that has an
impact on what they are and will become.
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The installation is an amplification of inner and outer interaction made out of
plaster. The outer layer transits into the inner layer, space in-between these
layers is the result of the internal and external forces.
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Inner Surface

The interior is characterized as a singular and stable environment
that can be optimized by maintaining ideal conditions.
Indeed, one of the most prevalent models of the ‘perfect’
interior environment is that of the space capsule. The exterior
environment is considered fully hostile, and only the creation
of a separate and highly controlled interior environment can
complete this ideal container for man.
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Void Spaces

Describing void as a space that goes further to offer possibilities
through its very imperfect nature. The void tears a hole in
the surface of a city, which is expected to perform through
predetermined functions, and the unfamiliarity of the unused is
baffling, inviting. By assigning meanings, the attempt is being
made to somehow fill it, to make use of it.
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As in the diagrams, the void space is
semipublic area become a shared public
area allowing public engagements but also
preserve resident’s privacy.
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The possibility of introducing the public realm in the form of porosity by excavating the
unused private spaces and to allow the intervention of green and public programs in the
void space. By demolishing first level of townhouses to increase certain accessibilities
of alley side to the courtyard. The central void area within a block become a public
gathering spaces that allow public to access from first level to second levels. The first level
will be shops and restaurants and second level is lounge area provide a gathering place
for public and communities to engage with multi activates. Third level is a semipublic
terrace for residents to use as laundry room and the forth level is a private space with
convex and concave forms intervent in the public realm of the community.
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Multiple Accessibilities
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Possibility in the form of porosity
Transparency in Public Realm

Transparency within the rustication
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Outer Surface
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In conclusion, one aspect of the current discourse on void spaces is concerned with
the temporary use of abandoned places. Urban void spaces have somehow become
synonymous with the idea of informal appropriation as a widely applied strategy in
reclaiming unused land, and, increasingly, as a new approach for community-driven
urban redevelopment. Thus, introducing public programs into unused void space is a
way to shift an age of acceleration and their relation to public space.
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